
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
technology solutions. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for technology solutions

Prepares purchase orders for non-stock or custom order products
Reviews bid proposals
Confers with Sales Representatives, Customer Service Representatives, and
vendors to obtain and provide product or service information such as price,
availability, and delivery schedule
May determine method of procurement such as direct purchase or bid
Provide in-depth functional application coaching to end users, both reactively
and proactively to ensure that Advisors and Client Specialists are using their
Wealth tools strategically for clients
Proactively offer Technology Best Practices services and consultations both
remote and in-person including participating in established on-boarding and
coaching programs
Seek out advisor opportunities to educate on new software tools and
methods available to assist their clients
Partner with Technology Product Manager team to compile and evaluate
technology enhancement requests
Perform business situational analysis, GAP analysis and/or audience analysis
Collect, synthesize and translate complex concepts into easy to understand
information

Qualifications for technology solutions

Example of Technology Solutions Job Description
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Minimum of 15 years developing and architecting software solutions using
JAVA, Oracle Siebel, OBIEE, Oracle Web Center, OPA, and Oracle SOA
platform required
10 years of hands-on experience in architecting, leading and delivering
enterprise Oracle based solutions using J2EE and enterprise Oracle COTS
applications required
Recent hands-on experience designing and implementing enterprise Oracle
technologies based solutions including leading a team of technical SMEs
required
Proven experience communicating with non-technical business personnel and
ability to interact and work in a team environment
5+ years of recent experience directly guiding and mentoring technical SMEs
and providing management of program technical tasks required


